
Background (from Faisal Khan) 

We are working in Post- Muzzafar Nagar Riots hit areas at four level by providing relief aiding 

in terms of clothing, blankets, medicine ,volunteers etc 2. Education, bridge school and assisting 

10th and 12th students 3. legal awareness 4. Communal Harmony yatras, dialogue and literature 

distribution aimed to develop a sense of Hindi-Muslim unity 

  

There is an urgent need of such a sort to extend our efforts in this direction and therefore we 

have decided to open another branch of bridge school as a rejoinder to extend the help for the 

victims in Loi . 

we have already started this first one from 8 December  in malkpura between malkpura and 

khurgan camps where around 305 children are getting there education   second in Loi   is 

possibly going to be started from 5th January 2014. 

 

In Khampur where arund 80 families migrated from different villages and now staying 

permanently in semi pakka house land is provided by villagers our volunteer Qamar is working 

with them from starting in these 80 families around 300 members are women and girls they 

demand  us to start a center for them where they can learn some basic training ranging from 

stitching, embroidery, basic computers, health awareness etc. so we are starting this 

center from 17th January with the help of all of you  
 

Initial Proposal 

As we know that there are number of thousands riot victims are living in camps in very bad 

condition in tent. Neither they have foods nor other things to eat. These people need our help. 

We are planning to provide them food for needed period. Need is as follows: 
 

This is Only for 3 members family for one day 

 

1.Breakfast 

Roti  1/2 kg aata=Rs. 15 

Sabzi                         =Rs.20 

Others(Tel, Namak,..)  =Rs.15 

Total for breakfast        =Rs 50 
 

2. Lunch. 
Roti 1/2 kg aata         =Rs.15  

Chawal  1/2 kg           =Rs.20 

Dal                            =Rs.20 

Others cooking items  =Rs 20 

Total for Lunch            =Rs 75 
 

 

3. Dinner 

 Same as Lunch= Rs 75 



 

Total amount needed for one day for three members family= Rs 200. 

 

Total amount needed for one month for three members family=  

Rs 200*30=Rs 6000. 

 

 

Total amount needed for one 100 family= Rs 600000/month 

 

Total amount for 500 family =Rs 3000000/month 

 

On the basis of above we can think how much families we can help  

 

B--Rotan school  

 

After successful work of bridge school at  Malakpura camp in which 350 students of riot victims 

are getting education, we are going to open an another bridge school for Muzafarnagar riot 

victims children at Rottan camp in district Shamali, U.P. 

  

The budget of the school is as follow: 

 

1. For making a tent= Rs 5500  

2.For 2  teacher salary/month =Rs 18000 for three month. 

3.For stationery the sum of rupees=Rs 6000 for three months.  

 

The total amount needed for  the school Rs 29500 for three months. 

 

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT CENTRE 

 

Distance from Muzaffarnagar 12 km. 

 

Around 800 peoples came from riot hit area are living in Khampur village. Many 

villagers have donated their own land for the victims.  

Many girls and women who learn stitching, designig, kadhyi and    

around : 300 girls from migrated faimilies and 100 from Khampur itself urgently 

needs the following items: 

1.Computer,   -------------------- 9000 (Covered) 

2.Paddle silayi machine ,---------3500 

3.Chair 12,   400per chair ----    4800 

4 Table 2 ,1000 per -------------2000 

5.Iron Alimara 1----------------5000 

6.Dari-2  800 per ................1600 total 25900  

 

Requested amount : 16900 
 



Proposed Support Amount: 

 
1) Food support - 2 Lakh  
 
2) School support - 29500 
 
3) Women center support - 16900 
 
4) Scholarship support to Class 12 kids - 10000 
 
 
Total = 2 lakh 56 thousands 500.  

 


